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Abstract 
 
Title: Plant layout project of sweet industry located in Sant Climent de Llobregat 
(Barcelona). 
Author: Marta Montfort Cortés 
Tutor: Eduard Hernández Yañez 
 
Abstract: The aim of this project is to do the plant layout and the installation of an 
industry dedicated to make sweets. The building will be located in Sant Climent de 
Llobregat (town near Barcelona). The total area of the project is about 230 m2 and it is 
a part of the grand floor of the building where the promotor lives. The industry is going 
to produce sweets of four different flavors, although in the long term we may add new 
ones. The industry will be small and hand-made; also, we’ll give our best effort so our 
candies will have the best quality. As this project doesn’t have any backup, calculations 
will be necessary: installation of electrical wiring, a fire escape and a fire extinguisher, 
calculation of machinery and spaces distribution. Maps have also been made to be 
able to create this project. The budget is around 88.000 euros, it includes the 
machineries and the construction works. If the project carries on, a loan will be needed. 
The payback period, with the set conditions, is 15 years. The time is height but the factory 
gives a changes and employment to the people in town and the hand-made it is an 
enterprising idea. 
Key words: candies, hand-made, distribution, installations. 
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Resum 
Títol: Projecte d’instal·lació en planta d’una indústria de caramels situada a Sant Climent 
de Llobregat (Barcelona) 
Autor: Marta Montfort Cortés 
Tutor: Eduard Hernández Yañez 
 
Aquest treball és un projecte de distribució en planta i instal·lació d’una industria  
dedicada a l’elaboració de caramels. El local on es realitzarà l’activitat està situat a Sant 
Climent de Llobregat ( poble que forma part de l’àrea metropolitana de Barcelona). L’àrea 
total del projecte és de 230 m2, que és una part de la planta baixa del edifici on viu el 
promotor de la idea de fer la fàbrica. Els productes que es faran seran dolços de diverses 
varietats de gustos, concretament quatre sabors inicialment amb la possibilitat 
d’incorporar nous sabors. Serà una fàbrica més aviat petita i artesanal, s’intentarà que el 
producte sigui de màxima qualitat. Per fer aquest projecte, es faran tots els càlculs 
necessaris: càlcul d’instal·lacions elèctriques, contra incendis, així com la maquinaria i 
distribució del local per a la correcta realització del producte. Per últim s’han realitzat set 
plànols i un pressupost per tal de que tot sigui possible a l’hora de realitzar el projecte. El 
cost final del projecte és d’aproximadament 88.000 euros, on s’ha inclòs des de la compra 
de la maquinaria fins a les reformes per condicionar el local. S’hi s’hagués de fer el 
projecte, s’hauria de demanar un préstec al banc i el període de recuperació, amb les 
condicions establertes, seria de 15 anys. És un temps bastant elevat de recuperació, però 
l’empresa donaria llocs de treballs al poble i el mètode emprat per dur a terme 
l’elaboració de caramels és una idea emprenedora. 
 
 
Paraules clau: caramels, artesanal, distribució, instal·lacions. 
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Resumen 
 
Título: Proyecto de distribución en planta de una industria  de caramelos situada en Sant 
Climent de Llobregat (Barcelona). 
Autora: Marta Montfort Cortés 
Tutor: Eduard Hernández Yañez 
 
Resumen: Esta trabajo es un proyecto de distribución en planta e instalación de una 
industria dedicada a elaborar caramelos. El local está situado en Sant Climent de 
Llobregat (pueblo que forma parte del área metropolitana de Barcelona). El área total 
del proyecto es de 230 m2, que a su vez es parte de la planta baja del edificio donde 
vive el promotor de la idea de hacer la fábrica de caramelos. Los productos a elaborar 
serán dulces de cuatro sabores inicialmente con la posibilidad de incorporar nuevos 
sabores. Será una fábrica de pequeñas dimensiones y artesanal y se va a intentar que 
el producto sea de máxima cualidad. El proyecto no tiene precedente así que se van a 
hacer todos los cálculos necesarios: cálculo de las instalaciones eléctricas, las medidas 
contra incendio, cálculo de maquinarias i distribuciones del local para la correcta 
realización del producto. Por último se han realizado planes para que todo sea posible 
a la hora de realizar el proyecto.  El coste final del proyecto es de unos 88.000 euros 
donde se ha incluido des de la maquinaria necesaria hasta las reformas que se tendrían 
que hacer en el local. Si el proyecto tuviera lugar se tendría que pedir un préstamo al 
banco y el periodo de recuperación sería de 15 años, según las condiciones 
establecidas. Es un tiempo elevado pero la fábrica daría lugares de trabajo en el pueblo 
y el método utilizado es emprendedor.  
Palabras clave: caramelos, artesanal, distribución, instalaciones. 
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1.  Objective 
The objective of this project is to design the installation of a handmade sweets factory 
with its own shop. At first, the pursuit would be to sell the products to the people living in 
Sant Climent de Llobregat; and if the products have success within them, we could 
approach the nearest towns and even big cities like Barcelona.   
 The building is located in Sant Climent de LLobregat, a little town near Barcelona. As we 
can see in 2nd document: plan number 1.  
 
2. Background 
The aim of the project is to turn an empty building into a factory. This project came out 
from the ideas of the kids in town; they explained that their town lacked candy shops or 
sweetshops. Men and women are eating more sweets than before so it is also good for 
them to have a candy shop in town. Also the promotor himself is interested in the 
creation of the new factory as it will help him reuse his surpluses in cherries and carobs as 
raw material for the process. All the candies will be handmade. 
 
3. Basis of the project 
3.1. Guidelines 
The purpose of this project is to define the plant installation, the dimensions of the local 
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and the machinery that will be used to produce the candies. 
The candies will be innovative; they will consist in two candies (two spheres) that will be 
attached by a small breakable strip. The idea is that each sphere has a different flavor so 
the candies can be separated and shared with other person. The candies can also be 
acquired individually.   
3.2. Conditions of the project 
3.2.1. Natural conditions 
The climate of the area is Mediterranean, mild temperatures in winter with average 5ºC 
and in summer the temperatures are warm; around 30 -32ºC. This means that in summer 
the local has to be refrigerated because the candies are very sensible to temperature 
variations. Nevertheless, in cold months the local should have some stoves for the same 
reason. The temperature to make candies is around 20 degrees. The rainy seasons are 
spring and autumn but it doesn’t affect the production.   
3.2.2. Conditions imposed by de promoter 
The producer will have its own supply of cherries and carobs. When these raw materials 
arrive at the factory they are dried and cut. If the employers do well that process the fruit 
can be stored without fridge because a dry fruit it’s considered a safe product and the 
water activity (aw) it’s been reduced. Although, the fruit won’t be more than 3 days in the 
warehouse so there’s no risk that fruit become rotted and a risk for the consumer.       
The natural food colorants will be bought from a provider. Besides sweets of cherry and 
carob the factory will also offer mint and strawberry tastes but they will be made with 
colorants and aromas and not with natural fruit. Nevertheless carob and cherry candies 
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may have less natural colorant than the other sweets. Initially, these flavors will be the 
produced, but if the business has a good start the promoter will produce more flavors. 
The initial estimated value of production is 250 kg per week, distributed in 5 days which is 
50 kg per day. The factory will open from Monday to Friday; nevertheless, if there is a 
specific order, the factory will also open on Saturdays.  
The shop will be open from Monday to Saturday. 
The aim of the promoter is to create a product with the best quality possible, and also it 
has to be competitive in the market. The promoter has a plan in order to improve the 
sweets and the business. It consists in noting the suggestions of the consumers whether if 
they have an idea or suggestions for others flavors. Therefore if any client makes a 
proposal for a new flavor with 15 days in advance and specifying the desired quantity, the 
producer will study the offer together with the workers and send a budget to the client. 
In that particular case, if the budget is accepted by the client the candies will be made on 
Saturday morning. 
Nevertheless, if a taste has success (more than 30 clients ordered this new taste) it would 
be incorporated to the other tastes and it would be made regularly. 
3.2.3. Market research 
Each person consumes around 3-4 kg of candies per year. This project wants to supply 
approx. 5-10% of the sweets in the described area; the aim is to supply candies to 30.000 
people. Despite the fact that the production of the factory will be low, the intention is to 
produce sweets with the best quality. 
The sweet market has improved its sales in recent years. The main cause is the entry of 
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zero or low sugar sweets in the markets. Old people are increasing the consumption of 
sweets between meals, like a snack or as a dessert. The cliché that sweets are only for 
kids is fading. 
The predominant flavors are: mint and strawberry, although the tendency to consume 
candy fruit is having a big success. An important aspect of the project is the taste of 
candies elaborated with carob and cherries. The idea is to put less sugar taking advantage 
of the sweetness of these products and less colorant hoping to have a good reception 
within the consumers. The factory will also make mint and strawberry candies. 
3.2.4. Legislative Involvement 
 
 General legislation: 
o Llei 21/1992 de 16 de julio. BOE 176 de 23-07-1992.  
o Código Técnico de la Edificación 
o Reglamento Electrotécnico de Baja Tensión, Real Decreto 842/2002 del 2 
de agosto, por el que se aprueba el Reglamento Electrotécnico por la baja 
tensión. 
o RSCIEI 
o Llei 20/2009, del 04-12-2009, de prevención y control ambiental de les 
actividades (PCAA) 
 
 Legislation in relation on the food products: 
o Regulación 852/2004 del 29 de abril de 2004, parlamento europeo 
relacionado con la higiene de los productos alimentarios 
o Decreto 2484/1967, de 21 de septiembre (5 de 6), por el que se 
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aprueba el texto del Código Alimentario Español. 
o Real Decreto 202/2000 d’11 de febrero, por el que se establecen las 
normas relativas a la manipulación de los alimentos. 
o Real Decreto 1712/1991 de 29 de novembre, sobre el Registro Sanitario 
de los alimentós. 
o Real Decreto 1122/1988, de 23 de septiembre por el que se aprueba la 
Norma general de etiquetado, presentación y publicidad de los 
productos alimenticios envasados.  
o Real Decreto 1477/1990, de 2 de noviembre, por el que se aprueba la 
reglamentación técnico-sanitaria de los aromas que se utilizan en los 
productos alimenticios y de los materiales de base para su producción. 
 
 Legislation in relation to the candy and sweets industry: 
o Real Decreto 1810/1991, de 13 de diciembre, por el que se aprueba la 
Reglamentación técnico-sanitaria para la elaboración, circulación y 
comercialización de caramelos, chicles, confites y golosinas. 
o Real Decreto 348/2011 por el que se aprueba la norma de calidad para 
los caramelos, chicles, confites y golosinas elaborados en España. 
3.3. Current situation 
The factory will be located in St Climent de Llobregat as described before. The local exists 
and it’s a part of the grand floor of the promotor house. The useful area is 230 m2 and the 
height is 3 meters in the zone that will be the warehouse, the process room and the sell 
room. In the others parts the height is 2, 70 meters. The walls, floors, principal’s doors 
and pillars are new because the house has been remodeled recently. The new part to 
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build is detailed in annex II fire protection.  
The building is connected to the water, light and telephone services. But the lamps and 
the cabling will be all changed by new ones because the currents are outdated. It is 
detailed in annex III.  
4. Process engineering 
4.1. Process engineering 
4.1.1. Raw material 
To produce good candies it is necessary to have good raw materials. The most important 
ingredient is sugar. Sugar is provided in bags of 25 kg each and in pallets. Regarding the 
other raw materials, carobs and cherries will be obtained from the promoter’s fields 
during harvest time. In the Mediterranean climate, the cherries are harvested between 
April and July. In the town there are some farmers who also have fields with cherries. The 
supply of the fruit is always guaranteed. On the other hand, carobs are harvested 
between September and October. Outside of these periods the raw materials will be 
bought from an external supplier. All other ingredients will be also bought from approved 
suppliers. We want that raw materials have the best quality possible.  
Agar-agar, gelatin and organic acids are ingredients also used in the process.  
4.1.2. Flux diagram and description of the process 
In the factory there will be for sure four different flavors: carob, strawberry, mint and 
cherry. The daily production will be of 50 kg. Occasionally, as described before, more 
tastes could be made using different aromas and colorants. Therefore the description of 
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the project is (figure 1):  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Flux diagram 
 
Reception of raw materials: The fruit is received twice a week and the other ingredients 
(sugar, jars and aromas) are received twice a month or when they are needed.  
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Cutting and drying the fruit: The fruit is cut and dry. This process has to be done the 
same day of the reception. After that the fruit it is stored in the warehouse.  
Dissolution of sugar and glucose: it consists on mixing the sugar, glucose, and water 
(around 25% will evaporate). Gelatin and agar-agar can be added to improve water 
retention and to stabilize and prevent the exudation of the product.   
Cooking: In that point the mixing is cooked in a marmite at 142ºC. If the temperature is 
exceeded the candies will get harder due to the loss of water. So the temperature is very 
important. At this point are added the fruits and the aromas. 
Cooling: The mixture should be cooled down to continue with the process. Refrigerated 
tanks can be used or the mixture can just be cooled down by leaving it at room 
temperature. It shouldn’t be very cold because if the mix is too cold the candy will 
become hard and very difficult to manipulate. It should be warm enough to be moldable. 
Mixing: This is where flavorings are added. Colorants and organic acids are also added at 
this moment. The acid (usually citrus) helps to strengthen the taste of fruit candies and it 
will not be used in mint candies. 
Molding: In that phase the candies are given their shape. They will be spherical and two 
of them of different taste will attached with a breakable strip made of candy. It’s a 
handmade process.  
Classification: Each flavor is combined with other flavors, so all the possible combinations 
can be found: strawberry-mint, strawberry-cherry, strawberry-carob, strawberry-
strawberry, cherry-mint, cherry-carob, cherry-cherry, carob-mint, mint-mint and carob-
carob.  
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Packaging: The candies will be put into glass jars. In every jar there will be 20 candies (40 
in total taking into account that each candy has two spheres). They can also be purchased 
in bulk. These 40 candies can be all of the same taste or different tastes as the consumer 
wants.  
The whole process is manual, workers must be careful with personal hygiene such as 
using utensils. 
In order to reduce residues, the factory will charge for the glass jars at the first buy but 
then, if the client brings the same jar can be refilled paying less.   
 
4.1.3. Quality control (raw material)  
To be sure that the candies don’t have any defect, quality controls should be made during 
the whole process. The first one is checking the state of the raw material. In the case of 
sugar, it has to arrive at the factory fulfilling the contract previously made with the 
approved supplier. The specifications are: 
- Without insects (less than 0, 5%). 
- Without any weird smell. 
- Without any weird color. 
- Humidity less than 1 %. 
If any of these points is not fulfilled the promoter will reject the sugar. If the sugar is 
rejected the supplier would pay for the consequences as it is specified in the contract. If it 
is accepted but the analysis shows that the sugar doesn’t comply with the normative the 
supplier would also pay for the consequences. These analyses are made by an external 
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company approved by both parts: the promotor and the supplier. 
The fruits should also pass a quality control before entering to the factory. In that case 
the specifications are: 
- Without insects (less than 0,5%). 
- Without any weird smell. 
- Without any weird color. 
- Without any weird smell. 
- Rotted fruit (less than 1%). 
As before, if any point is not fulfilled, the supplier will pay for the defects. 
The other products (aromas, colorants, acids and gelatin) also have to be controlled. In 
this case the factory won’t specify any extra specification, just to abide by the normative. 
 
4.1.4. Needs of the project 
It’s a handmade industry; it will have 8 workers to carry out the production of candies.  
The working hours will be from 8:00 to 20:00. Work will be divided in two shifts of 6 
hours each (8:00-14:00 first time and 14:00-20:00 the second one) where there will be 
4 workers per shift (2 in the industry, 1 in the office and 1 selling who can help at the 
candy process). It is been calculated that for each round of candies (12.50 kg) will be 
needed about two hours and a half. As a result, it would be 5 hours producing candies 
and one to clean so the next shift can start immediately. 
Trainees will be accepted to do agreements with universities; in this case, the salary 
will be less.  
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As for the selling of candies, the schedule will be from 8:00 to 20:00 separated in two 
shifts of 6 hours, a worker in the morning and another in the afternoon. On Saturday 
mornings the shop will open but the schedule will be 9:00-15:00; in case of people 
working on Saturdays, there would be 2 workers at the process room and one at the 
selling room  
 
4.1.5. Machinery needs  
 
The machinery that will be needed in the factory is: 
 A marmite: Fixed electric marmite, 100 liters capacity and 10 kW power. 
 A mixer: Mixer Fernet BTF0 60. 60L capacity and 2, 2 kW. Characteristics: three 
speeds, robust construction, easy to clean. 
 An extractor: Extractor HH56T4 of 1,1KW power with a 15960 m3 / h flow. 
 A forklift: Electric Forklift Model UM02l250 capacity: 2500 kg 4 000 mm duplex 
mast lift. 
 A dry machine: Dry machine 5kw power. It can be equipped with axial flow fan 
with low noise and high temperature resistance. Machine hot air circulation 
drying oven; oven dehydration machine. 
 A heating plate: Heating exchangers plates of 1 kW power for m2. 
 An electrical door: Automatic doors with foam polyurethane 40 mm 
thicknesses, power: 650W each. 
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4.1.6. Environmental aspects  
Residues are created as happens in every factory and they must be treated. Most are 
organic. The cherries and carobs used in the process are handmade treater so it’s easy to 
separate the fruit of the bone. The refusal part will be accumulated. Then an external 
business comes for the residue to make compost and fertilizer. Other residues come from 
the cleaning process; basically the wastewater. In that case we try not to exceed certain 
limits pollution and being able to pour into the public sewer. The limits are shown in table 
1. 
              Table 1 Wastewater limits from ACA (Agencia Catalana de l’aigua) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the smoke generate in the factory it’s been installed an extractor on the top of the 
marmite that it is the principal generation of smokes. The composition will be basically 
water vapor so it’s possible to throw it to the atmosphere.   
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5. The engineering works and installations 
5.1. Fire protection 
The fire protection is installed according to the fire protections regulations for the 
industrial establishments (RSCIEI). 
 Real decreto 2267/2004 de 3 de desembre. Ministerio de ciencia y tecnología 
The aim is to analyze, define and adapt the different conditions of the fire safety. Here is 
shown the summary of the active measures that will be applicate (table 2). The full 
installation is described in Annex II. 
Table 2. Summary of the actives measures 
Configuration type: A 
Intrinsic level: medium 4 
Area of the sector: 230 m2 
Active measure Necessary quantity Justification 
automatic fire detectors no - S<2000m2 
fire alarm system yes 3 Always needed 
Audible alarm Yes 1 Always needed 
Hydrants No - S<2000m2 
  Extinguishers Yes 4 Always needed 
BIEs No - Not required 
Sprinklers No - Not required 
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5.2. Lighting installation 
The aim is to detail the installation of lighting in the candy factory, calculation of the lights 
and also the number of necessary lamps and their characteristics (table 3). All this 
installation will be new, the current is outdated. The full information is detailed in Annex 
III 
 
Table 3 summary of the lights calculation 
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units m2    lúmens   W lumens N E 
corridor 41,00 200,00 30769,23 Fluorescent 
16mm 
54,00 5550,00 6,00 216,45 
dress room boys 11,50 150,00 8293,27 led lamp 27 15W 15,00 1521,00 6,00 165,06 
dress room girls 11,50 150,00 8293,27 led lamp 27 15W 15,00 1521,00 6,00 165,06 
drying room 15,00 200,00 16483,52 Fluorescent 
16mm 
54,00 5550,00 3,00 202,02 
office 18,00 200,00 14201,18 led lamp 27 15W 15,00 1521,00 10,00 214,21 
process room 30,00 300,00 32142,86 Fluorescent 
16mm 
54,00 5550,00 6,00 310,80 
sell room 29,00 300,00 25253,99 led lamp 27 15W 15,00 1521,00 17,00 307,16 
cleaning products room 8,00 100,00 3846,15 led lamp 27 15W 15,00 1521,00 3,00 118,64 
Warehouse 62,00 150,00 33214,29 Fluorescent 
16mm 
54,00 5550,00 6,00 150,39 
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5.3. Electrical installation 
The factory has a supply provide of 230/400 voltage and 50 Hz. The total power to hire is 
40 Kw which is the machinery power and the lights. The total power is higher but we 
consider that the machinery aren’t’ connected all at the same time. Also in the plugs we 
added more power than needed for safety reasons.  
All information and details (necessary protections, lines calculation according to 
Reglamento Electrotécnico de Baja Tensión, Real Decreto 842/2002 del 2 de agosto) are 
given in Annex IV.  
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6. General budget 
1 Modification of interior partition                                         22.512, 58 € 
2. Electrical installation                       9.050, 12 €  
3 Fire protection                    437, 48 € 
4. Machineries                    31.224, 55 € 
TOTAL BUDGET OF THE INSTALLATION                      63.224, 73 € 
Budget of material execution (BME)                63.224, 73 € 
General expenses (9%)                   5.690, 23 € 
Industrial profit (6%)                                   3.793, 48 € 
TOTAL                    72.708, 44 € 
21% VAT                     15.268, 77 € 
Contract Budget execution (CBE)        87.977,21 € 
TOTAL                          87.977,21 € 
The present budget to hire is EIGHTY SEVEN THOUSAND NINETY HUNDRED SEVENTY 
SEVEN EUROS WITH TWENTY ONE CENTS. 
 
Marta Montfort Cortés      Castelldefels 25th September 2015 
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7. Financial evolution 
The economic indicators are positive but the values are low. NPV value is 48.828 and IRR 
is 14,7 %, that means there is a 14,7 % of readability so it’s an investment without 
flexibility. 
 The investment is recovered in fifteen years.  
In Annex V there are more details about financial evolution. 
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1 Description of the areas 
To do the new plant distribution of the factory is necessary to analyze the process. The 
flux diagram has to be separate in zones. Here is shown the different zones of work 
(figure 1).  
 1st zone: The first zone will be the reception of the raw material. 
 2nd zone: Here is cutting and drying the fruit.  
 3rd zone: The process is handmade and it’s continuous. It’s important to make it 
all at the same room. 
   4th zone: The last zone is for packaging. It can be done at the process room or 
at the sell room because people can get the candies in bulk. 
Figure 1 Flux diagram 
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2 Relational table activities 
Some rooms will need to be close and others try to be as far as possible it depends on 
the process. This is why we made a relational table of activities. In the diagram it’s 
included the whole rooms that will form the factory. In Tables 1 and 2 there are the 
parameters for do the relational table of activities. In the following figure 2 is shown a 
possibility:  
Table 1 Reason     Table 2 Proximity 
Reason 
 1 Proximity in the process 
2 Hygiene 
3 Control 
4 Bad smells 
5 Safety of the product 
6 Accessibility 
 
Figure 2 relational table of activities  
Table 1 
Letter  Proximity Color 
A Absolutely necessary Red 
E Necessary Yellow 
I Important Green 
O Little important Blue 
U Unimportant Black 
X Undesirable Brown 
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3 Relational graph activities 
With the relational table of activities create; we have to do the relational graph activity. 
This diagram will establish the position of the zones according to the degree proximity 
that must exist between them. The areas with type A are the first in situate followed by 
the others E, I, O, U, and X. The zones are represented with squares of different size 
according to the different areas and with a number that represents inside. The 
relationship between areas is represented with lines; more important relation more lines 
will have (figure 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Relational graph activities 
 
According to all information, the final distribution is shown in 2nd document; plan 
number 3. 
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 1.- Object 
 The aim of this annex is to analyze, define and adapt the different conditions of the fire 
safety. The level of intrinsic risk, fire behavior of building materials, evacuation 
conditions and facilities for active and passive protection will be discussed. 
 
2.- Regulation of fire protection 
 
 RD 2267/2004: 3 de diciembre Reglamento de Seguridad contra incendios en 
los establecimientos industriales. Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnología. 
 RD1942/1993: de 5 de noviembre, y su revisión posterior; 16 a Orden de 16 de 
abril de 1998. Ministerio de Industria y Energía.  
 Orden INT/322/2012: 11 de octubre por la que se aprueban las instrucciones 
técnicas del reglamento de seguridad contra incendios en establecimientos 
industriales (RSCIEI). 
 UNE: que sean aplicables en cada caso corresponde a conceptos UNE técnicas 
de bomberos y agentes, extintores, detección de incendios y alarmas, 
extintores de forma automática (rociadores), estabilidad, fuerza y resistencia al 
fuego de los materiales 
 RD 393/2007: 23 de marzo, que aprueba la Básica de Autoprotección de los 
centros, instituciones y organismos involucrados en actividades que puedan 
conducir a situaciones de emergencia. 
 RD 485 and R.D. 486: ambas del 14 de abril de 1997, mínimas normas de 
seguridad y salud en el lugar de trabajo. 
 Ley 31/1995: de 8 de noviembre de Prevención de Riesgos Laborales. 
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3.- Facility characterization in relation to its environment. 
Type A (vertical): the industrial facility is located in a building that also has other 
installations, whether they are for industrial use or for other uses. 
The factory is located on the ground floor of the building. The first floor is where the 
promotor lives (illustration 1). In table 1 is shown the areas of the new rooms   
 
 
 
 
 
Vertical    Horizontal 
Illustration 1 Local situation inside the building 
 
Table 1 Area of each room 
Rooms Area (m2) 
 m^2 Office 18 
Warehouse 62 
Process room 30 
Sell room 29 
Drying room 15 
Corridor 41 
Dress room girls 11 
Dress room boys 11 
Cleaning products room 8 
 
Once the parameters for the assessment of risks and defined are defined, we can start 
studying each of them. The following aspects will also be analyzed: 
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 Passive protection 
 Evacuation 
 Active protection: fire detection, extinguishers, exterior hydrants, 
automatically extinguishing (sprinklers), water supply, fire hydrants 
equipment, emergency lighting and signaling. 
 
3.1 Calculation of weighted and corrected warehouse fire sector 
The density of fire charge, weighted and corrected, QS, in a fire compartment for 
storage use is evaluated according to the following formula: 
 
 
 
Where: 
 : Weighted and corrected fire density charge for the fire sector. Units are 
mJ/m2 or Mcal/m2. 
 : Fire charge contribution per m3, with a different type of storage (i) in the 
field of fire, MJ/m3 or Mcal/m3. 
 : Kg of each material, has to be dry.  
 : Dimensionless coefficient that weights the degree of danger (the 
combustibility) of each material present in the fire sector. It could be 1.6, 1.2 or 
1. 
Ci = 1.6 for high degree of dangerousness. The products are: 
 Liquids classified as class A in the ITC MIE-APQ1 
 Liquids classified as B1 subclass, in the ITC MIE-APQ1 
aiiviii
i
S RA
ShqCGQ   ·1
SQ
viq
viG
iC
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 Solids able to start their combustion below 100 ° C. 
 Products that can form explosive mixtures with air at room temperature. 
 Products that may initiate spontaneous combustion in air at room 
temperature. 
 Solids that begin their ignition between 100°C and 200 °C. 
 Solids that emit flammable gases. 
Ci = 1.2 for average degree of danger. The products are: 
 Liquids classified as Subclass B2, in the ITC MIE-APQ1 
 Liquids classified as class C, in the ITC MIE-APQ1. 
Ci = 1.0 for low degree of danger. The products are: 
 Liquids classified as Class D in the ITC MIE-APQ1. 
 Solids starting their ignition process above 200 °C. 
 : Dimensionless coefficient that corrects the danger (activation) inherent in 
industrial activity taking place in the field of fire. The values are: 
Ra = 2 for high degree of dangerousness. 
Ra = 1, 5 for average degree of dangerousness. 
Ra = 1 for low degree of dangerousness. 
 : Area of the fire sector in m2. 
 : Height of each material in m. 
 : Ground area occupied by each different storage area existing (i) in the 
field of fire in m2. 
 
To calculate the weighted and corrected fire charge in the other parts of the local we 
use the values of the table 1.2 of RSCIEI. This value give us MJ/m2, which we multiply 
aR
A
ih
iS
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by the area (only the room), by Ra (in that case we use Ra=1, 5) and Ci (we use Ci=1, 3). 
The final result has to be divided by the full area. So we obtain MJ/m2 
The configuration of the property is “Type A", as the industrial facility occupies a 
ground floor but the first floor is an apartment. The distance between the other 
buildings must be free of combustible or intermediate elements capable of spreading 
fire. 
The summary is shown in table number 2. 
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Table 2 Justification of the fire charge 
The weighted and corrected fire charge is shown in table 3. 
Table 3 Total values of fire charge 
 
Total area (m2) 230 
MJ total 348974,7 
MJ/m^2 TOTALS 1424,387 
                   MJ m2 MJ/m2 
Warehouse 
Store raw materials Gi qi Ci  A Ra h (m) % dry matter Qs (MJ) 
254594,7 62 4389,6 
1500kg of sugar in the warehouse 1200,0 16,7 1,3 2,0 1 2,0 0,8 104208,0 
250 kg of cherries 187,5 16,7 1,3 0,5 1 1,5 0,8 3053,0 
250 kg of carobs 220,0 16,7 1,3 0,5 1 1,5 0,9 3582,2 
Dyes, aromas, jelly and organic acids 50,0 16,7 1,0 0,5 1 1,0 0,0 417,5 
Plastic jars 10,0 42,0 1,0 1,0 1 1,0 0,0 420,0 
250kg finished product 220,0 16,7 1,3 4,0 1 1,5 0,9 28657,2 
Electric forklift and battery charger 880,0 16,7 1,0 2,0 1,5 1,0 0,0 29392,0 
              TOTAL  169729,8 4389,6 
Process room 21840,0 30 400,0 
Sell room 21840,0 29 400,0 
Dress rooms 11700,0 22 300,0 
Office 28080,0 18 800,0 
Cleaning products room 10920,0 2 800,0 
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Therefore, we can say (table 4) that the level of risk in our factory is Middle-4. Based 
on the configuration and location of the industry (Type A) and the level of risk (Half-4), 
the regulation stipulates that the limit for permissible floor area of Fire Sector is 400 
m2, which in our case is not exceeded as we have 230 m2.  
The coating sandwich panels are polyisocyanurate (PIR) injected with density 40 
kg/m3.  
 
Table 4 Weighted and corrected fire charge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
Intrinsic level weighted and corrected  fire 
charge 
(MJ/m2) 
   low 1 Qs<425 
2 425<Qs< 850 
average 3 850 <Qs< 1275 
4 1275 <Qs< 1700 
5 1700 <Qs<3400 
High 6 3400 <Qs< 6800 
7 6800 <Qs< 13600 
8 13600 <Qs 
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In table 5 it’s shown the behavior of materials against fire. The wall covering will be 
only put on the warehouse, drying room and process room. 
Table 5 materials and their behavior against fire 
Element Description Reaction required to fire Reaction of material to fire 
Ceiling Metal sheet C-s3-d0 A1 
Wall covering sandwich panels of foam polyisocyanurate 
B-s2-d0 B-s2-d0 
Projected polyurethane C-s3-d0 C-s3-d0 
floors Concrete pavement of 20 cm CFL-s1 A1FL 
 
 
4.- General description of the installations: active protection 
 4.1 Manual fire alarm system 
In the factory automatic fire detectors are not required according to annex III of RSCIEI 
but a manual system will be installed. That consist on a set of buttons that allows you 
to transmit a signal to a central control and the signaling of the area that has been 
activated is easily identifiable. Both will be installed in the fire compartment. 
 
4.2 Extinguishers 
 Considering the fire charge, we need four portable fire extinguishers, with a minimum 
efficiency 2A-113B, according to Table 3.1 of Annex III of RSCIEI. 
They must be easily visible and accessible and close to the points where a greater 
chance of fire is expected. 
The summary of the extinguishers is given below (table 6): 
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Table 6 extinguishers summary 
Fire charge Type of extinguishers 
Water foam powder CO2 
 paper, wood, textiles, x x x  
 Inflammable liquids  x x x 
 Inflammables gases   x x 
 Electric equipment   x x 
 
For this reason, fire extinguishers are located near boards and electrical equipment will 
be of CO2 type. In other storage areas we will put powder extinguishers because they 
can be used always and are the most common.  
Fire extinguishers installed in the storage area shall be (table 7): 
 
Table 7 type and number of extinguishers to use 
Type of extinguishers Efficacy Charge Quantity 
CO2 34B 5 kg 2 
powder 21A-113B 6 kg 2 
 
 
4.3 Emergency light 
The system of emergency lighting is in accordance with Article 16 of Annex III of RSCIEI. 
Some of the conditions are: 
 Has to be fixed, with its own source of energy and come automatically into 
operation upon failure of 70% of its nominal voltage. 
 Maintain the conditions of service for 1 hour, at least from the time when the 
failure occurs. 
 Provide an illuminance of 1 lx, at least at ground level in the evacuation routes. 
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 The emergency light shall be at least 5 lux 
 
In table 8 is shown the summary of the active measures. 
 
 
Table 8 Summary of the actives measures 
Configuration type: A 
Intrinsic level: medium 4 
Area of the sector: 230 m2 
Active measure Necessary quantity Justification 
automatic fire detectors no - S<2000m2 
fire alarm system yes 3 Always needed 
Audible alarm Yes 1 Always needed 
Hydrants No - S<2000m2 
  Extinguishers Yes 4 Always needed 
BIEs No - Not required 
Sprinklers No - Not required 
 
 
The distribution of fire protection is shown in 2nd document; plan number 5. 
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5.- General description of the installations: passive protection 
5.1 Evacuation of industrial establishments 
The building has more than one door and the length of the evacuation routes to any 
door can’t exceed 50 m. 
According to the paragraph 6.1 of Appendix II of RSCIEI: 
P = 1,10 p cuando p<100 → 1,10*40= 44 
P is the number ok workers at the workshop. 
 The dimensioning of the elements of evacuation will be the following: 
 Outside doors have to be at least 0, 80 m. 
 The corridors and ramps have to be at least 1, 80 m wide. 
 Signaling: 
Signaling is according to the regulation for workplaces, approved by Royal Decree 
485/1997 14th April, on minimum provisions on health and safety signs at work. 
Signaling from the UNE 23-034-88 can also be used if it’s more restrictive.  
 The exit to the outside shall have a sign with the label "EMERGENCY 
EXIT" and signals that indicate the routes, visible from any place. If 
there are alternatives that can be misleading such as doors that 
aren’t leading to the outside they have to be signaled with a 
"WITHOUT EXIT" sign.  
 Signs must be visible always even in case of failure of the light and 
be therefore photo luminescent. 
 Manual operated of fire protection equipment’s have to be signaled 
by signals as defined in UNE 23033-1 with a size of 594 x 594 mm. 
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1. Objective 
The objective of this annex is to detail the installation of lighting in the candy factory, 
calculation of the lights and also the number of necessary lamps and their characteristics 
 
2. Normative 
The normative to follow is:  
 RD 486/1997: de 14 de abril. BOE Nº 97 de 23 l de abril. Guía Técnica. 
 La iluminación ambiental descrito en el apartado 3.1.2 de la Instrucción ITC-BT 
2828. 
 MIBT 025: Orden de 19 de diciembre 1997 que modifica las instrucciones 
complementarias MIE-BT-025 de los efectos de baja tensión. Reglamento técnico 
eléctrico.  
 CTE: Código técnico de la edificación 
 
3. Design conditions  
3.1. Lighting standards  
As said in the RD 486/1997 lighting intensity in the areas of work shouldn’t be less than 
220 lumens (we choose 300) and 300 lumens in the selling room. The remaining areas 
have been taken the following values shown in Table 1: 
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Table 1 lux in each room  
Zone Lux theoretical (lumens) 
office 
200 
Warehouse 
150 
work room 
300 
sell room 
300 
drying room 
200 
corridor 
200 
dress room girls 
150 
dress room boys 
150 
cleaning products room 
100 
  
3.2. Lighting 
We have fluorescent lights at the warehouse, work room, drying room and in the 
corridor with characteristics (or similar) represented in Table 2. We chose fluorescent 
lamp discharge because they give a lot of light intensity and are suitable for indoor 
places. Also they are easy washable. Some other characteristics: 
 High saturation of red, green and blue 
 Average service life: up to 24h (with QUICKTRONIC ECE) 
 Adjustable 
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Table 2 fluorescent Characteristics 
 
 In other rooms; office, sell room, dress rooms and the cleaning room we have chosen 
another type of lamp: LED lamps. They need low power and provide very good results. 
They have the following characteristics (Table 3) but other lamps can be chosen with 
similar characteristics. The brand is not the same as for the fluorescent because we 
consider that the LED chosen is better than the LED of the other brand. 
 
Table 3 led Characteristics 
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The emergency light will be located near the doors, to facilitate the visualization of the 
exits in case of emergency. Emergency lights are highlighted in illustration 1. Depending 
on the area of the room we select one model or another. 
Illustration 1: emergency lights 
 
4. Calculation method 
To determine the number of lamps that should be used it is necessary to define the 
dimensions and standard of lighting of each unit. To calculate the lighting we use the next 
formulas: 
- Local index (k) 
 
Where every letter represents:  
 a: length (m) 
 b: width (m) 
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 h: height of the lamp (m) 
 
- Local flux (ɸ; lumens) 
 
Where every letter represents:  
 L: light intensity (lux) 
 S: area (m2) 
 u: utilization factor 
 m: maintenance factor 
 
The illustration 2 indicates the appropriate values of maintenance factor, considering 
photometric characteristics of the lamps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Illustration 2 maintenance factor 
 
To find the utilization factor we have to obtain the local index (k), lamps that are used in 
each area and the percentage of reflection on walls, ceiling and floor. The illustration 3  
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shows how this value is reached. The walls of the factory will be light colored and the 
floor rough. Therefore: 
 
 The percentage of reflection from the ceiling is 75% 
 The percentage of reflection from the walls is 50%  
 The percentage of reflection from the ground is 0% 
 
 
Illustration 3 utilization factor 
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To calculate the number of the light we apply the formula: 
 
 
Where the letters represent:  
 ɸ: local flux   
 ɸL: lamp flux 
 
That valor is rounded to a higher number without decimals.  
 
5. Calculation of the luminary 
5.1. General illumination 
Below we apply the formulas and we obtain the result (table 4).  
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Table 4 general illumination  
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units m m m^2 m       % %      lumens   W lumens N N E 
Warehouse 9,00 12,00 62,00 5,00 1,29 150,00 0,70 0,75 0,50 0,40 1,00 33214,29 florescent  54,00 5550,00 5,98 6,00 150,39 
sell room 3,00 10,00 29,00 3,00 1,15 300,00 0,65 0,75 0,50 0,53 1,00 25253,99 led  15,00 1521,00 16,60 17,00 307,16 
Process room 3,00 10,00 30,00 3,00 1,15 300,00 0,70 0,75 0,50 0,40 1,00 32142,86 florescent 54,00 5550,00 5,79 6,00 310,80 
office 3,00 6,00 18,00 3,00 1,00 200,00 0,65 0,50 0,30 0,39 1,00 14201,18 led  15,00 1521,00 9,34 10,00 214,21 
drying room 4,90 3,00 15,00 5,00 0,47 200,00 0,70 0,75 0,50 0,26 1,00 16483,52 florescent 54,00 5550,00 2,97 3,00 202,02 
dress room girls 2,50 2,50 11,50 3,00 0,63 150,00 0,65 0,30 0,30 0,32 1,00 8293,27 led  15,00 1521,00 5,45 6,00 165,06 
dress room boys 2,50 2,50 11,50 3,00 0,63 150,00 0,65 0,30 0,30 0,32 1,00 8293,27 led  15,00 1521,00 5,45 6,00 165,06 
corridor 2,00 11,00 41,00 3,00 0,85 200,00 0,65 0,50 0,30 0,41 1,00 30769,23 florescent 54,00 5550,00 5,54 6,00 216,45 
cleaning products room 2,50 3,00 8,00 3,00 0,68 100,00 0,65 0,30 0,30 0,32 1,00 3846,15 led  15,00 1521,00 2,53 3,00 118,64 
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5.2. Emergency luminary  
The Emergency lighting according to the normative has to give 5 lux minimum range of 
one hour (MIBT 025). The calculation is made in Table 5. 
5.3. Lamps localization  
The lamps are located according to 2nd document in plan number 4. 
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Table 5 emergency illumination 
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Emergency light office 3,00 6,00 18,00 3,00 1,00 5,00 1,00 1,00 1,25 112,50  OP 150ST 8,00 161,00 0,70 1,00 7,16 
Emergency light warehouse 6,50 12,00 62,00 5,00 1,29 5,00 1,00 1,00 1,25 362,50 OP 200ST 8,00 214,00 1,69 2,00 5,90 
Emergency light work room 3,00 10,00 30,00 3,00 1,15 5,00 1,00 1,00 1,25 181,25  OP 150ST 8,00 161,00 1,13 2,00 8,88 
Emergency light sell room 3,00 10,00 29,00 3,00 1,15 5,00 1,00 1,00 1,25 175,00  OP 150ST 8,00 161,00 1,09 2,00 9,20 
Emergency light drying room 3,00 5,00 15,00 5,00 0,34 5,00 1,00 1,00 1,25 50,00  OP 200ST 8,00 214,00 0,23 1,00 21,40 
Emergency light corridor 3,00 13,00 41,00 3,00 0,85 5,00 1,00 1,00 1,25 250,00  OP 200ST 8,00 214,00 1,17 2,00 8,56 
Emergency light dress rooms girls 3,00 3,50 11,50 3,00 0,63 5,00 1,00 1,00 1,25 62,50  OP 150ST 8,00 161,00 0,39 1,00 12,88 
Emergency light dress rooms boys 3,00 3,50 11,50 3,00 0,63 5,00 1,00 1,00 1,25 62,50  OP 150ST 8,00 161,00 0,39 1,00 12,88 
cleaning products room 2,50 3,00 8 3,00 0,68 5,00 1,00 1,00 1,25 43,75  OP 150ST 8,00 161,00 0,27 1,00 18,40 
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1. Object 
The object of this Annex is to calculate and measure the electrical system in the candy 
factory. The details will be detailed below. 
 
2. Normative 
In order to calculate we have taken account of the following normative: 
 RD842/2002  2 de agosto. Reglamento Eléctrico de Baja Tensión. BOE.224, 
miércoles 18 de septiembre y las instrucciones técnicas complementarias. 
 Código técnico de la edificación 
 Z002 CT 158, desde 2005. 
 
3. Power requires to install an electrical system 
The supply of the electric company is simple phase and three-phase current 230/400 V 
according to the factory needs with a frequency of 50 Hz.  
This factory does not require electrical sub-panels as the area is small and a general 
electrical panel is enough to supply electricity to all the rooms of the facility. 
 
3.1. Power necessary in lighting 
 
In Annex III the power lighting necessary has been calculated for each room (the number 
of lamps required). Now in annex IV we calculate the power needed for the whole 
installation. 
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3.1.1. General lighting 
In table number 1 is shown the power light that is required in each room and the total. 
Table 1 power necessary  
Zone 
Nº of 
lamps 
Power of each lamp 
(w) 
Total power (w) 
Office 
10 15 200 
Warehouse 
6 54 384 
Process room 
6 54 384 
Sell room 
17 15 340 
Drying room 
3 54 192 
Corridor 
6 54 384 
Dress room girls 
6 15 120 
Dress room boys 
6 15 120 
Cleaning products room 
3 15 60 
                                                                                                                                             Total 2184 W 
The power is calculate by multiplying the number of lamps with the power of each, but 
added a safety factor that is set in each type of lamp imposed by the manufacture of the 
products. The safety factor is 5 for LED lamps and 10 for fluorescents lamps. 
 
3.2. Power necessary by machines 
Considering all the machineries in the industry, we estimate that the power consume is 
24, 30 kW (Table 2). 
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Table 2 Power of each machine 
Machine Power (KW) 
Marmite 10 
Mixer 2,2 
Heating plate 1 
Extractor 1,1 
Door with motors 3 
Electric forklift 2 
Dry machine 5 
TOTAL 24,3 
 
4. Calculation of current 
 
To calculate the electrical power of the different sections we have to know the intensity 
and the voltage drop of each line. 
The sections are regulation byREBT2002from the intensity that has been calculated. 
For the intensities we use the next formulas. 
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Single phase lines:  
      
Three phase lines:  
Each symbol represents: 
 I= intensity flowing through the line(A) 
 K: multiplying coefficient(1.25 engine, fluorescent1.8; 1resistances) 
 P: power (W) 
 V: tension (V) 
 : Engines performance 
 Cos : power factor 
 
According to the power we take an engine performance and a certain cos according to 
table 3. That values are only for the engines, for the resistances the valor’s are 0,95 
engines performance and 1 for cos. 
Table 3 Relation of the engine performance and cos with power. Only valid for engines 
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When the intensity through cables is calculated (IB) we have to choose the PIA (IN, 
Illustration 1) that exceeds the intensity calculated. The two values have to be less than IZ 
that is the intensity through the cable. It follows the next relation: 
 
IB ≤ IN ≤ IZ 
Illustration 1 different type of PIA 
 
Where each symbol represents: 
 IB = Current intensity. 
 IN = Intensity of the PIA. 
 IZ = Intensity through cable. 
 
We also have to know the number of cables that will be together transported by the 
local. The cables are heated so we have to add a safety coefficient according to 
illustration 2. First, we have to define the trays we use in the local, we use type C in 
warehouse that are trays open for one side. For the other rooms we use type B.2 this 
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type is all closed and transported by false ceiling. We put usually 9 cables; we choose the 
maximum number cables permitted in other to oversize the installation. It’s possible that 
9 cables won’t ever pass but is a safety measure.   
 
Illustration 2. Safety coefficient according to number of cables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To calculate IZ we need a grouping coefficient (we obtain that valor according to 
illustration 3, REBT-2002) and we have to multiply by a valor higher than the intensity 
of the surge protection and by a safety value from illustration 2.  
Also to determinate the section of the cable we have to see illustration 3. 
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Illustration3 , REBT-2002 
 
4.1. Calculate of voltage drop 
 
To calculate the voltage drop we use the following formulas depending on whether it is 
a single-phase or three phase circuit: 
 
 
Single phase:  
Three phase:  
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Where each symbol represents:  
 q: voltage drop (V) 
 L: cable length from the machine to the electrical box (m) 
 I: Rated current of the PIA (A) 
 μ: conductivity of the cable of 44Cu a 90˚C (Siemens*m/mm2) 
 S: section of the cable (mm2) 
 
Once calculated voltage drop must secure the following considerations: 
 The voltage drop in lighting lines and plugs may not exceed 3%. 
 Engine lines may not exceed 5%. 
If the % is bigger we should modify the section of the cable making it bigger. And 
recalculate the valor’s to ensure that are correct. 
 
The total voltage drop of the line is the sum of the voltage drop from each line. 
 
5. Lines calculation  
 
With methods described in the previous section now we proceed to make the sizing of 
power lines in the local. We can see the results in table 4. (Table 4 will be separate in 
two parts). 
For the line L10 (machineries) the promotor only wants one cable from the general box 
to a sub- box of machineries, calculated below. The sub-box is installed by and external 
business and there will be one cable for each machinery.   
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Table 4 Summary of the power lines (part 1)
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GENERAL LINE T C 55688,00 1 9 0,7 20 1000 1 1 80,47 0,90 0,90 0,23 35 70 100 104,31 0,61 171 
L1: lighting: office, cleaning room, drying room, 
corridor and WC 
M B.2 1076,00 1 9 0,61 80 1000 1 1 4,68 6,80 7,71 3,21 2,5 2,5 10 14,03 0,61 23 
L2 plugs: same rooms as L1 T B.2 4000 1,25 9 0,61 30 1000 0,85 0,85 10,11 2,52 3,43 0,86 4 4 16 18,3 0,61 30 
  T B.2 4500 1,25 9 0,61 20 1000 0,85 0,85 11,29 1,88 5,31 1,33 4 4 16 18,3 0,61 30 
  M B.2 1000 1,25 9 0,61 30 1000 0,78 0,78 8,93 3,80 7,23 3,14 2,5 2,5 10 13,42 0,61 22 
L3 emergency lights same room as L1 M B.2 56,00 1 9 0,61 25 1000 1 1 0,24 0,18 1,09 0,47 1,5 1,5 10 10,065 0,61 16,5 
L4 lighting: warehouse and process room M B.2 768,00 1,8 9 0,61 50 1000 0,95 1 6,33 5,46 6,37 2,77 2,5 2,5 10 14,03 0,61 23 
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Table 4 Summary of the power lines (part 2) 
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L5 plugs same rooms as L4 T B.2 7500 1,25 9 0,61 40 1000 0,86 0,86 18,32 4,13 5,03 1,26 6 6 20 22,57 0,61 37 
  T B.2 7000 1,25 9 0,61 20 1000 0,85 0,86 17,40 1,94 6,97 1,74 6 6 20 22,57 0,61 37 
  M B.2 1500 1,25 9 0,61 20 1000 0,82 0,81 12,27 2,29 7,32 3,18 4 4 16 18,3 0,61 30 
L6 emergency lights M B.2 32 1 9 0,61 30 1000 1 1 0,14 0,13 1,03 0,45 1,5 1,5 10 10,065 0,61 16,5 
L7 lighting and plugs sell room M B.2 1340,00 1,8 9 0,61 40 1000 0,95 1 11,04 4,77 5,67 2,47 4 4 16 18,3 0,61 30 
L8 emergency light sell room M B.2 16 1 9 0,61 20 1000 1 1 0,07 0,04 0,95 0,41 1,5 1,5 10 10,065 0,61 16,5 
L9 electric doors T B.2 2600 1,25 9 0,61 20 1000 0,84 0,82 6,82 1,80 2,71 0,68 2,5 2,5 10 13,42 0,61 22 
L10 machinery T B.2 24300 1,25 9 0,61 20 1000 0,86 0,86 59,35 1,15 2,05 0,51 25 35 60 67,1 0,61 110 
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6. Protections 
The lines include protection against possible shorting that must be protected. Below we 
detail the calculation of sand measures to prevent damage intensities. To make this 
calculation we use the Z002CT158, since2005. 
Calculations are made according to the impedance method, we consider three phase 
defect that are the most common in food companies. The formula is (illustration 4): 
 
Illustration 4 
Every symbol represents: 
 U: Voltage (400 V) 
 Zcc: Sum of impedance transformer from the general box to the street. 
Below we will calculate the values. Transformer box usually used protective wiring 
240mm2 section and 50 meters long. The transformer has resistance (R) 0.0016O hmown. 
This was obtained according to the following formula: 
RT: 0,2 x ZT Zt= Ucc x  
Sn=1000kVA   Ucc= 5% 
V=440v   XL=ZT 
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The resistance of the reactance (XL) is taken of technical code resistance. There is a 
resistance and reactance for different temperatures, so we take the most restrictive. 
Z, is calculated with the formula described above. The method to calculate is the sum of R 
and XL transformer and cables. 
To calculate the intensity we use the formula of the table and we can observe that the 
valor is 17.59kA.  
Table 5 
L S R XL R XL Z  Icc 
km mm2 Ohm/km Ohm/km Ohm Ohm Ohm A 
TRAFO       0,0016 0,008 0,008   
0,05 240 0,0977 0,0683 0,00488 0,00342     
        0,00648 0,01142 0,01313 17591,1737 
 
We install a fuse of 100kA before so the factory is already protected from possible short 
circuits. 
The installation also has protections against direct and indirect contacts, circuit breakers 
300mA sensitivity to light fixtures and plugs, and 30mA for engines and machinery. 
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1.- Object 
The object of this project is to evaluate the economic terms using some characteristics 
parameters of economy, which are the followings: Net Present Value (NPV), Internal 
Rate of Return (IRR), Payback Period, and earnings per euro invested (NPV/k). 
 
2.- Description of the finance parameters 
2.1 Initial investment 
The initial budget, shown at 3rd document is 87.977,21 €    
2.2 The life span of the project 
The life span on the project is calculated on the machineries used in the project. The 
installations will be outdated with time and has to be renewed. The time is reflected in 
15 years. 
2.3 Refresh rate (5%) 
Refresh rate (K) represents the value of money over time, that is, the average return 
that an investor would require a project worth upgrading to today estimate cash flows 
for the project. 
2.4 Cash flow 
 Is the movement of money into and out of a business project, or financial product.  
2.5 Ordinary payments 
 The total annual salary of the workers: 70.000 euros 
 The bill price of water, light, telephone and other taxes are 1.500 euros/month 
 The price for the raw material is about 12.000 euros/year; with taxes and 
depreciation of the machinery included.  
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2.6 Ordinary charges 
In ordinary charge we only have the sales of the sweets.  The price is 40euros/kg.  
 
2.7 Extraordinary payments 
 
For start the project we need the money that is calculate in 3rd document. The value is 
87.977,21 €. We ask for a loan to the bank. That payment is considered extraordinary. 
The quantity that the promotor will put is 60% of the investment and bank will borrow 
other 40%. The bank will charge 10% extra in order of interests to return in 10 years. In 
table 1 it’s represented the extraordinary payments. 
Table 1 Summary of the extraordinary payments 
years main devolution € outstanding loan €  Interests € annual payment 
€ 
1 3.519 35.191 3.519 7.038 
2 3.519 31.672 3.167 6.686 
3 3.519 28.153 2.815 6.334 
4 3.519 24.634 2.463 5.982 
5 3.519 21.115 2.111 5.631 
6 3.519 17.595 1.760 5.279 
7 3.519 14.076 1.408 4.927 
8 3.519 10.557 1.056 4.575 
9 3.519 7.038 704 4.223 
10 3.519 3.519 352 3.871 
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3.- Results 
 
The results are represented in table 2.   
 
Table 2 Results 
  ordinary extraordinary    
years investment payments charge payments cash 
flow 
cash flow 
update 
Payback 
period 
0 52.786         
1  83.500   96.000   7.038   5.462   5.202   5.202   
2  83.500   96.000   6.686   5.814   5.273   10.475   
3  83.500   96.000   6.334   6.166   5.326   15.801   
4  83.500   96.000   5.982   6.518   5.362   21.163   
5  83.500   96.000   5.631   6.869   5.382   26.545   
6  83.500   96.000   5.279   7.221   5.389   31.934   
7  83.500   96.000   4.927   7.573   5.382   37.316   
8  83.500   96.000   4.575   7.925   5.364   42.680   
9  83.500   96.000   4.223   8.277   5.335   48.016   
10  83.500   96.000   3.871   8.629   5.297   53.313   
11  83.500   96.000   0   12.500   7.308   60.622   
12  83.500   96.000   0   12.500   6.960   67.582   
13  83.500   96.000   0   12.500   6.629   74.211   
14  83.500   96.000   0   12.500   6.313   80.525   
15  83.500   96.000   0   12.500   6.013   86.537   
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4.- Economic values 
 
 In finance, the net present value (NPV) is defined as the sum of the present 
values of incoming and outgoing cash flows over a period of time. Net present 
value is determined by calculating the costs (negative cash flows) and benefits 
(positive cash flows) for each period of an investment.  Is useful tool to 
determine whether a project or investment will result in a net profit. 
 The internal rate of return (IRR) is a rate of return used in capital budgeting to 
measure and compare the profitability of investments. The IRR on an 
investment or project is the "annualized effective compounded return 
rate" that makes the (NPV as NET*1/(1+IRR)^year) of all cash flows (both 
positive and negative) from a particular investment equal to zero.  
 The benefit/investment relation is the NPV/initial investment. It indicates the 
benefit of the project for every monetary unit invests. 
 The payback period refers to the period of time required to recoup the funds 
expended in an investment. 
 
These are the results table 3 
Table 3 Economic indicator 
 
 
 
 
 
The economic indicators are low but positives it means that is effective but without 
flexibility. The IRR is 14,7% it means that there is a 14,7% of readability.  
 
NPV 48.828 
IRR 14,7 
NPV/inicial 
investment 
0,92501337 
payback period 15 
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1. Partial budget 
1.1. Modification of interior partition 
Chapter 1 Work 
remodeling 
Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
1.1 Electrical doors u 
Automatic doors with foam polyurethane 
40 mm thicknesses, power: 650W each. 
4 1200 4800 
1.2 Windows u 
Aluminum sliding window 100 x 115 cm. 2 
sheets drawer and PVC double wall 
7 139,95 979,65 
1.3 Sandwich panel m2 
polyisocyanurate (PIR) rigid foam 
insulation  with density 40 kg/m3, 200mm 
thick and 0,029 W/mK thermal 
conductivity. 
72 36,39 2620,08 
1.4 Doors u 
Pine wood hollow door. Measures 72.5 x 
203 cm. 
9 69 621 
1.5 Glass wall u 
Monolithic glass 50 mm White (Pure 
White 2x1 meters) 
10 217,56 2175,6 
1.6 Partitions m2 
Blind modular partition, with chipboard, 
16 mm thick melamine finish mechanically 
fixed with hidden fastening, space 
between panels filled with rock wool. 
35x45 mm and less than 60x45 mm, 
anodized aluminum or lacquered 
standard. 
30 202,72 6081,6 
1.7 Paintings l 
Smooth painting in white. Washable and 
with high coverage. It includes grid for 
better implementation. Yield: 12 m2 / l. 
200 9,18 1836 
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1.8  Dress rooms wall 
tile 
m2 
White marble tile. Size: 30 x 30 
centimeters 100 9 900 
1.9 Dropped ceiling m2 
Panel rigid of mineral wool, according to 
UNE-EN 13162, not covered, 40 mm thick, 
thermal resistance 1,15 m²K / W thermal 
conductivity 0.034 W / (mK). Applied only 
on WC, office and sell room. 
55 9,38 515,9 
1.10 Board corner m 
Asphalt Polymer polished and rounded, 
gray and 4,5x4,5 cm, recovered with 
stainless steel. Water-repellent additive 
category M-15 (compressive strength 15 N 
/ mm²) supplied in bags, according to UNE-
EN 998-2. Applied only on warehouse and 
process room. 
45 16,29 733,05 
    TOTAL 21262,9 
 
Chapter 2 Sanitary Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
2.1 Toilet u 
White ceramic toilet double discharge with 
a cistern of 3 and 6 liters to save water and 
a plastic cap. Measures 71.8 x 35,5x65 cm. 
2 35,95 71,9 
2.2 Sink u White sink made of ceramic. 4 19,95 79,8 
2.3 Shower tray u 
Rectangular shower tray made of acrylic, 
with 90 mm section of and finished in 
white. 
2 49 98 
2.4 sanitary material u Mirrors, locker… 1 1000 1000 
    TOTAL 21262,9 
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The total price for chapter 1 is 21262, 9 EUROS 
1.2. Electrical installation 
 
Chapter 1 Lighting Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
1.1 Fluorescent light u 
Linear luminaire of 1186x85x85 mm for 
one fluorescent lamp T5 of 54 W 
power. With light made of extruded 
aluminum, enameled gray RAL 9006; 
end covers; high transmittance opal 
diffuser; white within reflector; IP-44 
protection. 
21 167,65 3520,65 
1.2 Led light 2 Batch 
Luminary led E27 15 W of power. In 
every batch there are 25 lamps. 
2 350,39 
700,78 
1.3 Emergency light u 
Fluorescent emergency light with 160 
lumens. It has autonomy of 1 hour and 
a charging time of 24 hours. It has a 
green LED Charging indicator. 
Dimensions: 65x111x246 cm (height x 
width x depth). 
8 46,05 368,4 
1.4 Emergency light u 
Fluorescent emergency light and 200 
lumens. It has autonomy of 1 hour and 
a charging time of 24 hours. It has a 
green LED Charging indicator. 
Dimensions: 65x111x246 cm (height x 
width x depth). 
5 70,07 350,35 
  
 
 TOTAL 4940,18 
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Chapter 2 Cabling Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
2.1 Single phase wiring 
lines of 1,5 mm2 section 
m 
RZ1-K (AS)  unipolar  cable that does not 
propagate the flame, with class 5 copper 
conductor (-K) of section 1.5 mm², with a 
lattice polyethylene (R) coated and 
covered made of thermoplastic 
polyolefin book of halogens, low  smoke  
emission and corrosive gases (Z1), 
voltage 0.6 / 1 kV 
150 1,03 154,5 
2.2  Single phase wiring 
lines of 2,5 mm2 section 
m 
RZ1-K (AS)  unipolar  cable that does not 
propagate the flame, with class 5 copper 
conductor (-K) of section 2,5 mm², with a 
lattice polyethylene (R) coated and 
covered made of thermoplastic 
polyolefin book of halogens, low  smoke  
emission and corrosive gases (Z1), 
voltage 0.6 / 1 kV 
320 1,12 358,4 
2.3 Three phase wiring 
lines of 2,5 mm2 section 
m 
RZ1-K (AS)  unipolar  cable that does not 
propagate the flame, with class 5 copper 
conductor (-K) of section 2,5 mm², with a 
lattice polyethylene (R) coated and 
covered made of thermoplastic 
polyolefin book of halogens, low  smoke  
emission and corrosive gases (Z1), 
voltage 0.6 / 1 kV 
80 1,12 89,6 
2.4  Single phase wiring 
lines of 4 mm2 section 
m 
RZ1-K (AS)  unipolar  cable that does not 
propagate the flame, with class 5 copper 
conductor (-K) of section 4 mm², with a 
lattice polyethylene (R) coated and 
120 1,32 158,4 
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covered made of thermoplastic 
polyolefin book of halogens, low  smoke  
emission and corrosive gases (Z1), 
voltage 0.6 / 1 kV 
2.5  Three phase wiring 
lines of 4 mm2 section 
m 
RZ1-K (AS)  unipolar  cable that does not 
propagate the flame, with class 5 copper 
conductor (-K) of section 4 mm², with a 
lattice polyethylene (R) coated and 
covered made of thermoplastic 
polyolefin book of halogens, low  smoke  
emission and corrosive gases (Z1), 
voltage 0.6 / 1 kV 
200 1,32 264 
2.6  Three phase wiring 
lines of 6 mm2 section 
m 
RZ1-K (AS)  unipolar  cable that does not 
propagate the flame, with class 5 copper 
conductor (-K) of section 6 mm², with a 
lattice polyethylene (R) coated and 
covered made of thermoplastic 
polyolefin book of halogens, low  smoke  
emission and corrosive gases (Z1), 
voltage 0.6 / 1 kV 
240 2,45 588 
2.7  Three phase wiring 
lines of 25 mm2 section 
m 
RZ1-K (AS)  unipolar  cable that does not 
propagate the flame, with class 5 copper 
conductor (-K) of section 25 mm², with a 
lattice polyethylene (R) coated and 
covered made of thermoplastic 
polyolefin book of halogens, low  smoke  
emission and corrosive gases (Z1), 
voltage 0.6 / 1 kV 
20 5,21 104,2 
2.8  Three phase wiring 
lines of 35 mm2 section 
m 
RZ1-K (AS)  unipolar  cable that does not 
propagate the flame, with class 5 copper 
conductor (-K) of section 35 mm², with a 
lattice polyethylene (R) coated and 
60 7,12 427,2 
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covered made of thermoplastic 
polyolefin book of halogens, low  smoke  
emission and corrosive gases (Z1), 
voltage 0.6 / 1 kV 
  
 
 TOTAL 2144,3 
Chapter 3 Cabling Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
3.1  Bipolar circuit 
breaker 10A 
u 
Nominal circuit breaker with current of 10 A, 
C type curve, pole (2P) 6000 Ampere power 
cut. UNE-EN 60 898. 
6 18,89 113,34 
3.2  Tetra polar 
circuit breaker 10A 
u 
Nominal circuit breaker with current of 10 A, 
D type curve, pole (4P) 6000 Ampere power 
cut. UNE-EN 60 898. 
1 14,02 14,02 
3.3  Bipolar circuit 
breaker 16A 
u 
Nominal circuit breaker with current of 16 A, 
C type curve, pole (2P) 6000 Ampere power 
cut. UNE-EN 60 898. 
2 22,98 45,96 
3.4  Tetra polar 
circuit breaker 16A 
u 
Nominal circuit breaker with current of 16 A, 
D type curve, pole (4P) 6000 Ampere power 
cut. UNE-EN 60 898. 
2 25,98 51,96 
3.5  Tetra polar 
circuit breaker 20A 
u 
Nominal circuit breaker with current of 20 A, 
D type curve, pole (4P) 6000 Ampere power 
cut. UNE-EN 60 898. 
2 45,85 91,7 
3.6  Tetra polar 
circuit breaker 60A 
u 
Nominal circuit breaker with current of 60 A, 
D type curve, pole (4P) 10000 Ampere 
power cut. UNE-EN 60 898. 
1 125,35 125,35 
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3.7 Differential of 
40 A and 0,3A 
u 
AC differential switch class, 3rd  range, 40 A, 
nominal  pole  intensity (4P) Sensitivity 
0.3A,  instant  disconnect, with mechanical 
indicator default incorporate according to 
specifications of the UNE-EN 61008-1, DIN 
4 modules of 18 mm wide, mounted on 
DIN rail. 
2 113,33 226,66 
3.8  Differential of 
40 A and 0,03A 
u 
AC differential switch class, 3rd  range, 40 A, 
nominal  pole  intensity (4P) Sensitivity 
0,03A,  instant  disconnect, with 
mechanical indicator default incorporate 
according to specifications of the UNE-EN 
61008-1, DIN 4 modules of 18 mm wide, 
mounted on DIN rail. 
2 134,01 268,02 
3.9  Differential of 
80 A and 0,3A 
u 
AC differential switch class, 3rd  range, 80 A, 
nominal  pole  intensity (4P) Sensitivity 
0,3A,  instant  disconnect, with mechanical 
indicator default incorporate according to 
specifications of the UNE-EN 61008-1, DIN 
4 modules of 18 mm wide, mounted on 
DIN rail. 
1 242,42 242,42 
3.10 Fuse of 32 A u Fuse of 32A 1 3,51 3,51 
3.11 IGA u 
Magneto thermal Automatically switch. In: 
160 A, It: 100 A includes a permanent 
protector overvoltage connected by a 
shunt trip coil. 
1 186,87 186,87 
    total 875,13 
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Chapter 5 Protection 
boxes 
Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
5.1 General protection 
box 
u 
General protection polyester box, 
with door and window, 540 x 520 x 
230 mm, for a three-phase meter.  
1 150,03 150,03 
  
 
 TOTAL 150,03 
The total price for chapter 2 is 9050, 12 EUROS 
1.3. Fire protection 
Chapter 4 Cabling 
transport 
Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
4.1 Tray m 
Metal trays galvanized 
steel, 50 mm height and 
20 mm width. 
60 7,43 445,8 
    Total 445,8 
Chapter 1 Fire 
protection 
Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
1.1 Buttons  u 
Analog button alarm with manual 
reset circuit, red LED ABS with 
indicator alarm activation, according 
to UNE-EN 54-11. 
3 54,96 164,88 
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The total price for chapter 3 is 437, 48 EUROS 
1.4. Machineries 
1.2  Powder fire 
extinguishers 
 
Dry powder extinguisher, 6 kg load, 
pressure inbuilt, painted, with support 
on the wall and disassembling 
included. 
2 45,79 91,58 
1.3 CO2  fire 
extinguishers 
 
CO2 extinguisher, 5 kg load pressure 
inbuilt, painted, with support on the 
wall and disassembling included. 
2 75,85 151,7 
1.4 Signaling  
Signage plate fire equipment, photo 
luminescent polystyrene, 210x210 mm, 
according to UNE 23033-1. 
4 7,33 29,32 
    TOTAL 437,48 
Chapter 1 Machinery Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
1.1 weighing scale u 
Industrial weighing K3-15SE 15 kg 
capacity and a resolution of 2g. size 300 
x 400mm 
1 230 230 
1.2 Mixer u 
Mixer Fernet BTF0 60. 60L capacity and 
2, 2 kW. Characteristics: three speeds, 
robust construction, easy to clean. 
1 6359 6359 
1.3 Marmite u 
Fixed electric marmite, 100 liters 
capacity and 10 kW power 
1 7500 7500 
1.4 Extractor u 
Extractor HH56T4 of 1,1KW power with a 
15960 m3 / h flow. 1 6359 6359 
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1.5 Heating plate u 
Heating exchangers plates of 1 kW 
power for m2. 1 900 900 
1.6 Dry machine 
u 
Dry machine 5kw power Can be 
equipped with axial flow fan with low 
noise and high temperature resistance. 
Machine hot air circulation drying oven; 
oven dehydration machine. 
1 5000 5000 
1.7 Forklift u 
Electric Forklift Model UM02l250 
capacity: 2500 kg 4 000 mm duplex mast 
lift. 
1 3950 3950 
1.8 Pallet 
u 
Specifications: Width: 800 mm Large 
1200 mm thickness made of Wood. 6 9,9 59,4 
    total 22698,9 
Chapter 2 Office 
material 
Units Denomination Quantity Unit price 
Total price 
(Euros) 
2.1 Office material u Pc, tables, chairs… 1 5000 5000 
 2.2 Cash register u 
Cash Register ECR-8220s with advanced 
features RJ45 / USB PC connection and 
barcode reader, SD memory and copy 
program. 
1 346 346 
 2.3 Shelf  
Gray metal shelf, without screws. Includes 
4 shelves supporting 200 kg each. 
Measurements: 110x188x50 cm 
7 59,95 419,65 
    TOTAL  5765,65 
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The total price for chapter 4 is 31224, 55 EUROS 
  
Chapter 3 Office 
material 
Units Denomination Quantity 
Unit 
price 
Total price (Euros) 
3.1 Theft security 
system 
u Theft security system  1 260 260 
    total 260 
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2. General budget 
1 Modification of interior partition                                           22.512, 58 € 
2. Electrical installation                         9.050, 12 €  
3 Fire protection                       437, 48 € 
4. Machineries                      31.224, 55 € 
TOTAL BUDGET OF THE INSTALLATION                        63.224, 73 € 
Budget of material execution (BME)                   63.224, 73 € 
General expenses (9%)                     5.690, 23 € 
Industrial profit (6%)                                     3.793, 48 € 
TOTAL                       72.708, 44 € 
21% VAT                         15.268, 77 € 
Contract Budget execution (CBE)           87.977,21 € 
TOTAL                       87.977,21 € 
The present budget to hire is EIGHTY SEVEN THOUSAND NINETY HUNDRED SEVENTY 
SEVEN EUROS WITH TWENTY ONE CENTS. 
Castelldefels 25th September 2015 
Marta Montfort Cortés 
 
 
